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April Social Media Content Calendar Created
This week, our marketing department has focused on 

developing a new social media content calendar for April.  We 

have dedicated significant attention to curating engaging and 

relevant content, ensuring alignment with our brand identity 

and audience interests. Notably, we strategically incorporated 

upcoming holidays such as National Self-care Day (4/5/24) 

and World Health Day (4/7/24)  into our calendar, aiming to 

leverage these occasions to foster meaningful connections 

with our community while promoting values of wellness and 

self-care. With careful planning and creative execution, we're 

excited to roll out this content calendar and enhance our 

online presence throughout the month of April.
    



Instagram Stories Promoting Journaling with CTA   
We have started designing and developing new daily 

Instagram stories for Redapple which are put up every 

24 hours.  We're dedicated to crafting impactful 

Instagram stories to boost and help promote our 

Redapple Digital Journals.  We are communicating the 

healing benefits of journaling.  Through visually 

compelling content and strategic messaging, we're 

highlighting our journal's unique features and benefits to 

captivate our audience and drive engagement. As part of 

our content strategy, each story includes a clear call to 

action to book a demo, encouraging viewers to explore 

our products further, ensuring maximum impact and 

interaction.  (Larger previews are shown on the next 

page.)  
    



Instagram Stories Promoting Journaling with CTA   



UI Revisions for Sign-In Page   
Throughout this week, our design department and 

development team have collaborated closely to 

enhance the sign-in page of our app. Our aim is to 

achieve the most beautiful user interface out there that 

is optimized for functionality. Through teamwork and 

iterative refinement, we have refined every aspect, 

from visual design elements to user interactions. By 

leveraging the collective expertise of both teams, we 

are committed to delivering a polished and intuitive 

sign-in process that elevates user engagement and 

satisfaction, setting our app apart in a competitive 

landscape. Larger previews of this new improved 

sign-in screen are shown on the next page.
    





UI/UX Design Research for Journaling Features   
Our design team has been actively engaged in 

researching various journal user interfaces (UI), examining 

best practices and innovative approaches to enhance our 

own app design. Through comprehensive analysis and 

exploration of diverse UI designs, we aim to distill effective 

techniques and strategies that can be seamlessly 

integrated into our already powerful 

Redapple Digital Journals. By researching UI/UX 

journal design patterns, we are dedicated to refining our 

approach and delivering user-centric solutions that 

elevate the overall user experience, ensuring our app 

remains at the forefront of great app design.

   
    



Journaling Reminder Notifications



Journaling Reminder Notifications

We are engaging in further development and ideation processes to refine 

Redapple Journal's notification system, in close collaboration with both the 

design and marketing teams.



Weekly Social Media Post for the Start of Spring 



Weekly Social Media Posts Promoting Redapple Digital Journals   
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National Self-Care Day Promo for Today, Friday 4/5/24



World Health Day Promo for this Sunday 4/7/24 

This is a preview of social media content to be 

posted this Sunday for World Health Day 



 




